Purpose: In this study, we explore the feasibility of a novel framework for MR-based attenuation correction for PET/MR imaging based on deep learning via convolutional neural networks, which enables fully automated and robust estimation of a pseudo CT image based on ultrashort echo time (UTE), fat, and water images obtained by a rapid MR acquisition. Methods: MR images for MRAC are acquired using dual echo ramped hybrid encoding (dRHE), where both UTE and out-of-phase echo images are obtained within a short single acquisition (35 s). Tissue labeling of air, soft tissue, and bone in the UTE image is accomplished via a deep learning network that was pre-trained with T1-weighted MR images. UTE images are used as input to the network, which was trained using labels derived from co-registered CT images. The tissue labels estimated by deep learning are refined by a conditional random field based correction. The soft tissue labels are further separated into fat and water components using the two-point Dixon method. The estimated bone, air, fat, and water images are then assigned appropriate Hounsfield units, resulting in a pseudo CT image for PET attenuation correction. To evaluate the proposed MRAC method, PET/MR imaging of the head was performed on eight human subjects, where Dice similarity coefficients of the estimated tissue labels and relative PET errors were evaluated through comparison to a registered CT image. Result: Dice coefficients for air (within the head), soft tissue, and bone labels were 0.76 AE 0.03, 0.96 AE 0.006, and 0.88 AE 0.01. In PET quantitation, the proposed MRAC method produced relative PET errors less than 1% within most brain regions. Conclusion: The proposed MRAC method utilizing deep learning with transfer learning and an efficient dRHE acquisition enables reliable PET quantitation with accurate and rapid pseudo CT generation.
INTRODUCTION
MR-based attenuation correction (MRAC) is essential but challenging in simultaneous PET-MR imaging due to the nonlinear relationship between MR signals and photon attenuation, which makes estimation of attenuation coefficients based on MR images challenging. Atlas-based MRAC methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have been introduced and are used in contemporary clinical PET/MR systems for brain imaging, but errors in attenuation correction can be large for subjects with irregular anatomy. Alternatively, methods based on tissue segmentation of MR images have been proposed in literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] to realize more direct, subject-specific attenuation maps. More advanced methods have been recently investigated to achieve clinically feasible brain MRAC. 14 However, it remains challenging to achieve rapid, accurate, and fully automated tissue segmentation for MRAC due to low image contrast between bone and air in MR images. To improve air and bone detection in MRAC, ultrashort echo time (UTE) imaging has been proposed, which has been shown to be efficient at differentiating bone and air. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] However, long image acquisition time (2-5 min) imposed by the additional UTE imaging for MRAC can impede PET/MR imaging workflow. Moreover, ambiguities at air-bone interfaces are exacerbated by partial volume effects in the UTE images.
Deep learning has received much attention lately as a promising method in computer vision for object recognition and image segmentation. [21] [22] [23] In medical imaging, deep
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been shown to be especially effective at various tasks 24, 25 such as segmenting cardiac structures, 26 brain structures, 27 brain tumors, 28 and musculoskeletal tissues. 29 Similar to CNNs are Convolutional Encoder-Decoder (CED) networks, which consist of a paired encoder and decoder, which are particularly favorable in multiple tissue segmentation studies due to their high efficiency and applicability. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] The encoder network performs efficient image data compression while estimating robust and spatial invariant image features. The corresponding decoder network takes encoded features then performs feature map up-sampling to recover high-resolution pixel-wise image labeling. The U-Net developed by Ronneberger et al. 30 has a CED structure with direct skip connections between encoder and decoder for improving spatial segmentation accuracy. The SegNet proposed by Badrinarayanan et al. 36 utilizes deep structure of VGG16 network 37 for encoder and an efficient up-sampling technique in decoder via index restoration. Recent biomedical studies implementing these CED networks have shown successful and efficient tissue segmentation for high-resolution neuronal structures in electron microscopy, 30 liver tumor in CT, 31 cartilage and bone in MR. 29 In this study, we explore feasibility of a new framework for rapid and robust MRAC utilizing efficient dual echo RHE (dRHE) acquisition 38, 39 and a CED 29 network powered by transfer learning. In our dRHE acquisition, UTE, fat, and water images are acquired within a very short scan time (35 s). The obtained UTE image is used as input to the deep learning network, which is trained to segment the images into three tissue labels (air, soft tissue, and bone) using a discretized co-registered CT image as ground truth. For more reliable training, a transfer learning approach is utilized, where the network is pre-trained with T1 weighted MR images (due to their greater abundance in our institutional MR database 32 ) and then retrained using UTE images. A three-dimensional (3D) fully connected conditional random field (CRF) 40 is applied to the model's output to refine tissue labels estimated by the deep learning network. The estimated tissue labels -along with fat and water images obtained in dRHE -are used to generate a pseudo CT image. Feasibility of the proposed approach was evaluated in human subjects scanned on 3T simultaneous PET/MR system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Deep learning based MRAC using dual echo RHE
In our dRHE acquisition, 41 a UTE and an out-of-phase image with high spatial resolution (1 mm 3 ) are obtained within a short single acquisition (scantime = 35 s), where a 3D UTE image is rapidly acquired after slab selection with Shinnar-La Roux (SLR) RF pulse with minimum phase, 42 and an out-ofphase image (TE % 1.1 ms in 3T MR) is acquired during flyback to the center of k-space as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Both kspaces in UTE and out-of-phase echo are hybrid-encoded to improve image quality in which central k-space is encoded by single point imaging (SPI), and outer k-space is acquired by frequency encoding 39 as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . Figure 1 (c) illustrates the proposed MRAC framework combining dRHE and deep learning. In this method, a pseudo CT image is synthesized using two 3D images (UTE and out-of-phase echo image) as an input. The UTE and outof-phase images are processed with two-point Dixon fatwater separation to generate fat and water separated images. 43 Meanwhile, a UTE image is processed with deep learning network to obtain three-class tissue labels (air, soft tissue, and bone). The tissue labels estimated by deep learning network is refined using conditional random field (CRF) based correction. The tissue labels from deep learning, water image, and fat image are combined to synthesize a pseudo-CT image. The generated pseudo-CT image is used for attenuation correction during PET reconstruction.
2.B. Convolutional encoder-decoder architecture
The essential component of the proposed method is a deep CED network, SegNet, which provides robust tissue labeling and has been successfully used to segment bone and soft tissue in MR images. 29, 32 The specific details of the CED network used in this study are described in our previous study, 29 which is also illustrated in Fig. S1 . The same 13 convolutional layers from the VGG16 network 37 is utilized in the encoder. The encoder network is followed by a decoder network with reversed layers of the encoder network to reconstruct pixel-wise tissue labels. The max-pooling in the decoder is substituted by an up-sampling process to consistently resample image features and hence fully recover the original image size. A multi-class soft-max classifier, 44 the final layer of the decoder network, produces class probabilities for each pixel.
2.C. Network training procedure
The training data consist of MR head images as input and reference tissue labels for air, bone and soft tissue obtained from non-contrast CT data from the same subject. Ground truth reference data are automatically obtained using CT images as in previous works in the literature, 8, 19, 32 where CT images were co-registered to UTE MR images using a rigid Euler transformation followed by non-rigid B-spline transformation using existing image registration tools. 45 For each training dataset, the reference three-class tissue labels were created by pixel-intensity-based thresholding (HU > 300 for bone, HU < À300 for air, and otherwise soft tissue) of the co-registered CT.
For training the network, 3D MR and CT volume data were input into the model as a stack of 2D axial images. All 2D input images were normalized using local contrast normalization 46 and resampled to 340 9 340 using bilinear interpolation before being used as input to the CED. The encoder and decoder network weights were initialized using pre-trained network weights on a head and neck MR image dataset consisting of 30 high-resolution T1-weighted images (using GE T1-BRAVO sequence) from our previous study. 32 The network weights were then updated using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) 47 with a fixed learning rate of 0.01 and momentum of 0.9. The CED network iteratively estimates output tissue labels and compares them to the reference mask generated from CT data. Reference CT data ensure that network learns the relationship between MR image contrast and reference tissue labels. The network was trained using multiclass cross-entropy loss 23 as an objective function, where the loss is calculated in a mini-batch of four images in each iteration. The network training was performed with 20,000 iterations corresponding to 76 epochs for our training data. The training data were shuffled before each epoch to create randomization in batch training and each image slice in the training dataset was used once per epoch. Once the training phase was complete, the CED network structure was fixed and was used for labeling of bone, air, and soft tissue for new MR images, which were subsequently processed into pseudo CT images. Description of all datasets can be found in Table I .
In this study, the deep learning framework was implemented in a computing environment involving Python, MATLAB, and C/C++. The CED network was modified based on the Caffe implementation with GPU parallel computing support. 44 
2.D. Conditional random field
Since the deep leaning tissue labeling is done slice by slice, we added maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference in a conditional random field (CRF) defined over voxels in the 3D brain volume to take into account the 3D contextual relationships between voxels and to maximize the label agreement among similar voxels. The fully connected CRF model takes the output of the deep learning model and builds unary potentials for each voxel and takes the original 3D volume to build the pairwise potentials on all pairs of voxels. The Gibbs energy for the fully connected CRF is
where x is the assigned label for each voxel, and i and j range from 1 to the total number of voxels. w u ðxÞ is the unary potential which is defined as the negative logarithm of the probability for a particular label from the deep learning prediction, while w p ðx i ; x j Þ is the pairwise potential
p i and p j are the positions of each voxel, and I i and I j are the Intensity of each voxel. The first exponential term is the appearance kernel accounting for the assumption that voxels close to each other or having similar contrasts tend to share the same label, and is controlled by h b and h a . The second exponential term is the smoothness kernel that helps to remove isolated small regions and is controlled by h c . x 1 and x 2 are the weights. l x i ; x j À Á is the compatibility function and is defined as the Potts model, lðx i ; x j Þ 6 ¼ ½x i 6 ¼ x j . To achieve a highly efficient convergence, an algorithm with a mean approximation to the CRF distribution is chosen. The mean field update of all variables can be conducted with Gaussian filtering in the feature space. As a result, the computational complexity can be reduced from quadratic to linear in the number of variables. 40 
2.E. Pseudo-CT generation
A pseudo-CT map is generated using the tissue labels (air, soft tissue, and bone) estimated by deep learning network, and fat/water separated images. Continuous CT value for soft tissue region is generated based on fat fraction asð1 À f fat ÞHU water þ f fat HU fat , where f fat is a fat fraction image obtained by two point Dixon, and HU water and HU fat are Hounsfield unit values (HU) for water and fat, respectively. HU values, À1000, À42, 42, and 1018 were used for air, fat, water, and bone, respectively, which is consistent with values used in other studies. 5, [48] [49] [50] The generated CT image is spatially filtered using a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of 2 pixels (2 mm).
2.F. Experimental setup
The dataset for pre-training of the network consisted of 30 subject images retrospectively obtained with approval of our institutional IRB. All subjects for pre-training underwent a T1-weighted post contrast 3D MR scan and a non-contrast CT scan on the same day. The MR images were acquired on 1.5T scanners Signa HDxt or MR450w (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with the following imaging parameters: 0.46-0.52 mm transaxial voxel dimensions, 1.2 mm slice thickness, 450 ms inversion time, 8.9-10.4 ms repetition time, 3.5-3.8 ms echo time, 13 degree flip angle, utilizing an 8-channel receive-only head coil. The CT images were acquired on three scanners (Optima CT 660, Discovery CT750HD, Revolution GSI; GE Healthcare) with the following range of acquisition/reconstruction settings: 0.43-0.46 mm transaxial voxel dimensions, 1.25-2.5 mm slice thicknesses, 120 kVp, automatic exposure control with GE noise index of 2.8-12.4, and 0.53 helical pitch.
An additional 14 subjects were prospectively recruited for UTE-based training and evaluation, where patients underwent simultaneous PET/MR imaging on a 3T GE Signa PET/MR system prior to clinical , TR = 4.2 ms, TE = 52 ls for a UTE image, 1172 ls for an out-of-phase image, readout duration for each echo = 0.64 ms, scantime = 35 s, sampling bandwidth = 250 Hz, FA = 1 degree, number of radial spokes = 7442, and number of SPI encoding = 925 utilizing a 40-channel HNU coil. For training, 3D UTE images of six subjects were used (number of total slices = 1050), not including the 30 subjects used for pre-training. The remaining 8 subjects were used for evaluation, where UTE and out-of-phase images were used to yield tissue labels, fat and water images, and the resultant pseudo-CT image as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
To reconstruct the MR images, convolution gridding reconstruction 51 using a kernel size of 5 and oversampling ratio of 1.5 was applied, and then phase-arrayed coil images were combined. 52 Images were reconstructed with matrix size of 301 9 301 9 301 and voxel size of 1 mm 3 . After image reconstruction, fat and water separated images were obtained using a 2-point Dixon reconstruction from within the GE Healthcare Orchestra SDK. Signal bias in UTE images is corrected in the inverse log domain similar to. 53 All training and testing were performed on a desktop computer running a 64-bit Linux operating system with an Intel Xeon W3520 quadcore CPU, 12 GB DDR3 RAM, and a Nvidia Quadro K4200 graphic card (1344 CUDA cores, 4GB GDDR5 RAM).
2.G. Evaluation and data analysis
Prospectively acquired data from eight subjects invisible to the training phase of the CED network were used to evaluate the MRAC method. To evaluate the accuracy of tissue labeling, Dice coefficients for soft tissue, air, and bone were calculated between estimated labels and ground truth labels generated using co-registered CT image. To evaluate the efficacy of the CRF correction, Dice coefficients were calculated with the tissue labels with and without application of the CRF correction. To evaluate the proposed MRAC method in terms of reconstructed PET error, PET reconstruction (PET Toolbox, GE Healthcare) was performed using the system's available MRAC methods (soft tissue only [MRAC-1] and atlas-based [MRAC-2]), an MRAC based on the dRHE acquisition using histogram-based image segmentation 41 [MRAC-3], the proposed MRAC using deep learning and dRHE acquisition, and with the registered CT [CTAC] as the reference for comparison. Note that MRAC-3 and the proposed MRAC were performed using same dRHE data in evaluation.
PET reconstruction parameters were as follows: 256 9 256 matrix, 300 9 300 mm 2 field of view, TOF-OSEM reconstruction algorithm, 28 iterations, 4 subsets, SharpIR, and 4 mm post filter. PET images reconstructed using MRAC-1, MRAC-2, MRAC-3, and the proposed MRAC were compared with a reference PET image reconstructed using CTAC, and pixelwise percent errors were calculated within 23 different region-of-interest (ROI) in brain. The ROIs were obtained using the IBASPM parcellation software with a brain atlas. 54 Repeated-measures one-way ANOVA were used to compare absolute errors within each ROI for MRAC-1, MRAC-2, MRAC-3, and the proposed MRAC. Paired-sample t-test was used for pairwise comparison between the proposed MRAC and MRAC-1, MRAC-2, or MRAC-3. Statistical analysis was performed with statistical significance defined as a P < 0.05. All image reconstructions and data analysis were performed in Matlab (2013a, MathWorks, Natick, USA) using a computer equipped with Opeteron 6134. Figure 2(a) shows input MR images, tissue labels estimated with the deep learning network, and the reference labels obtained from CT images. As shown, accurate tissue labels were obtained by deep learning where even small bone and air structures were detected. Figure 2 (b) shows tissue labels before and after CRF correction and the reference labels. CRF improved the tissue labels overall, alleviating discontinuity between slices as indicated by yellow arrows. Over-estimation of bone structure was corrected by the CRF correction as indicated by a red arrow. Dice coefficients across all eight testing subjects for air (within the head), soft tissue, and bone were 0.75 AE 0.03, 0.95 AE 0.003, and 0.85 AE 0.01, respectively, before CRF correction. Dice coefficients across all eight testing subjects for air, soft tissue, and bone were 0.76 AE 0.03, 0.96 AE 0.006, and 0.88 AE 0.01, respectively, after CRF correction, indicating that CRF correction did indeed improve bone and air segmentation. Table S1 shows mean and standard deviation of errors within 23 ROIs using MRAC-1, 2, 3, and the proposed MRAC approach. In the most brain regions, the proposed method showed significantly lower error (P < 0.05) compared with MRAC-1, 2, and 3. Differences between the proposed MRAC and system MRACs (MRAC-1 and MRAC-2) were greater than the differences between the proposed MRAC and MRAC-3, since those two methods are based on same dRHE acquisitions.
RESULTS
3.A. Tissue labeling
3.B. Pseudo-CT images and PET reconstruction
DISCUSSION
The proposed framework for MRAC utilizes rapid dRHE acquisition (35 s) providing high-resolution (1 mm 3 ) UTE, fat, and water images in a single scan. Compared to other UTE-based MRACs in literatures that require longer acquisition time (2-5 min), 17, 19 the proposed method more clinically feasible and less likely to impede imaging workflow. Moreover, dRHE enables better image quality with reduced chemical shift artifacts of the second kind (intravoxel interference) and blurriness of short T2* species (ie, bone in MRAC) by performing fastest encoding with minimized readout duration (~0.6 ms). This is advantageous over zero echo time (ZTE) based methods where encoding speed is limited by RF pulse bandwidth.
Although the proposed deep learning based method achieves reliable tissue labeling, accuracy of the labeling depends on a quality of the input MR image. Fig. S2 shows an example of PET reconstruction performed with a patient who had a metallic implant in the skull. Fig. S2(a) shows the MR images used for MRAC, which show strong susceptibility artifact near metallic implant (yellow arrows). Fig. S2(b) shows the generated pseudo-CT image by system MRAC-1, MRAC-2, and the proposed MRAC, together with the real CT image. System MRAC-2 incorrectly estimated the anatomy of the head in the pseudo-CT image, and both system MRAC-1 and the proposed MRAC were affected by susceptibility artifacts. However, the proposed MRAC achieves lower PET error in this subject (less than 1%) than with the system MRACs. As this example illustrates, the proposed method may not provide accurate tissue labeling in special cases with anatomical abnormality, however, this appears to have small impact on overall PET error in the brain as shown in Fig. S2(c) . Moreover, training with a larger dataset that includes more cases of anatomical abnormalities will improve the tissue labeling.
Deep learning networks based on CNNs can provide robust and rapid tissue labeling in images. Pre-training of our network with T1 weighted images took approximately 34 h, while training with the UTE images took 14 h. Once training was completed, tissue labeling of one UTE image took only 1 min. The additional CRF correction did not increase processing time by much, where processing time was 1-2 min for one subject. We have shown that the CRF correction improved bone and air detection in our model and corrects for discretization artifacts in tissue labels. These discretization artifacts are present because our deep learning model performs tissue labeling with 2D axial slices of UTE images, which can become discontinuous in the superior-inferior direction when combined into 3D labels. The CRF correction noticeably improved the 3D tissue labels, resulting in more continuous tissue labeling between neighboring pixels.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have evaluated the performance of a new framework for MRAC based on rapid (35 s) UTE imaging combined with a deep learning network (1 min) and a CRF correction (1-2 min). We showed that our method can accurately differentiate bone and air in MR images, and improved the accuracy of PET quantitation when compared to clinically used system MRACs.
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